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 Abstract

This article is about the political discussion that permeates the West when the 
subject is the Kurdish (and the Middle East nations). Having as a starting point the 
documentary Born From Urgency: Faces from the Frontline Against ISIS, directed by 
Joey L., an independent director and photographer, this study deals with important 
concepts, like eurocentrism, orientalism and the question raised by Gayatri Spivak 
(2010): “Can the subaltern speak?”. Besides these ideas, we approach notions of 
fabulation, the narration (as a historical document), the documentary language and 
its ethical dilemmas, the concept of border and periphery on movies and the exchange 
of information, all applied to the object analyzed here.
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Introduc� on

Born From Urgency: Faces from the Frontline Against ISIS (2017) is introduced as a material of 
documental, historical and social basis able to bring about important refl ec� ons, mainly for having been 
made independently, without having to be bound to the commonly distorted coverage of the tradi� onal 
media. It is for the very reason of dealing with a rarely discussed ma� er that even the distribu� on of the 
movie was only possible due to independent poli� cal organiza� ons that focus on the Kurdish community. 
The Commi� ee of Solidarity to the Kurdish Popular Resistance in São Paulo explains that:

The sub� tles in Portuguese were created by militants who collaborate in solidarity with 
the popular Kurdish resistance in Brazil. The inten� on is to support the dissemina� on 
and spread of the Kurdish fi ght in order to substan� ate parameters of the ongoing 
revolu� onary process in the Middle East, thus enlarging our basis of strategy and 
knowledge, keeping in mind the many local fi ghts with which the Brazilian militance 
can have progress, both in knowledge and in prac� ce. (Comitê, 2017). 

It is high � me to point out that, due to the independent and mul� media produc� on of the 
documentary, the photographer and director Joey L published We came from fi re: photographs of 
Kurdistan’s Armed Struggle Against ISIS (2019), in which he perpetrates his experience along the shoo� ngs.

The Commi� ee of Solidarity to the Kurdish Popular Resistance in São Paulo announced in 2017 
that Joey L would start the presale of the fi lm (nowadays it offi  cially circulates), sta� ng that this would 
dras� cally aff ect its distribu� on around the world. Thus, the presale became a means to promote both 
the consolida� on of Joey L ‘s career as an independent mul� media professional and the debate on the 
Kurdish situa� on.

This ar� cle examines the poli� cal discussion about the Kurdish people that permeates the West 
and Middle East na� ons, having the documentary Born From Urgency: Faces from the Frontline Against 
ISIS (Joey L.) as a star� ng point. Our theore� cal basis is rooted in the concepts of eurocentrism, orientalism 
and the ques� on raised by Gayatri Spivak (2010): “Can the subaltern speak?”. The study also approaches 
no� ons of fabula� on; the narra� on as a historical document; the documental language and its ethical 
dilemmas; the concept of border and periphery on the movies; and the exchange of informa� on- all 
applied to the object in ques� on.

The context and the poli� cal role of the documentary

The fi lm Born From Urgency: Faces from the Frontline Against ISIS, wri� en and directed by 
Joey Lawrence (who always signs his pieces of work as Joey L.) reports the fi ght of the Kurdish guerilla 
against the Islamic State in Syria and Iraq on the frontline from a direct and par� cipatory perspec� ve. 
Nonetheless, it is important to take into account that in spite of showing a real, objec� ve fact and having a 
strong connec� on with the evidence it shows, the documentary will always have an ambiguous discourse. 
Such ambiguity is inherent to the documentary due to its limita� on: it is a specifi c point-of-view, thus, 
subjec� ve. That is, a documentary is the representa� on of the event, not the event itself.

Born From Urgency is a con� nua� on of Guerrilla fi ghters of Kurdistan (2015), another produc� on 
by Joey L. It Lasts 60 minutes, presen� ng passages in general plan and via drone, which helps the 
visual contextualiza� on of the places depicted. The fi lm begins with images of a destructed city with 
voice-over narra� on in the fi rst person – this maneuver, according to Bill Nichols (2005), makes the 
documentary similar to a diary or an essay, either with a tes� monial spirit, that “passes on an a�  tude 
of civic importance (Nichols, 2005, p. 41) of the movie or with a partaker spirit. The partaker modality is 
predominant throughout the produc� on; it “takes the fi lmmaker out of the posi� on he was apart from 
those he represents and brings him into the group” (Nichols, 2005, p. 45). Joey L tells, while the place 
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is being presented: “Shengal, a city with no dwellers, only warfi ghters. The se�  ng of a genocide. A� er 
fi � een months of internal ba� le involving ISIS militants and Kurdish forces, that’s what victory looks like”.

The director, frequently a character of the movie, explains some ma� ers about the confl icts in 
these places, at the same � me that we can listen to a soundtrack with a design similar to the design of the 
images shooted (a constant and escala� ng tension tone). The se�  ng is one of desola� on.

Screenshot 1 – the city of Shengal (after the battles).

Source: frame from Born From Urgency.

Joey, who has not appeared on the documentary so far, becomes visible in front of the camera 
that he is opera� ng himself. The director tells about the last � me he was in the region and gives details 
of the war situa� on against ISIS. About the narra� ve in the fi rst person, it is important to point out whats 
Bill Nichols says:

The emphasis may be transferred from the a� empt to persuade the audience of a 
determinate point of view/focus on an issue to the representa� on of a personal opinion, 
clearly subjec� ve. The emphasis moves from persuasion to expression. The director’s 
personal point of view and singular perspec� ve gains expression. The instrument that 
makes out of this event a documentary is the fact that such expression directed to the 
audience is s� ll connected to the social and historical world. A big por� on of the “new 
journalism” and the documentary movies infl uenced by it emphasize this combina� on 
of an idiosyncra� c or personal voice with informa� on about a specifi c aff air. (Nichols, 
2005, p. 41).   

In order to reinforce the facts told in the fi rst person, there are some reports form the peshmergas,1

in which they specify military strategies of the enemy (ISIS) and show the yazidi2 people’s houses, destroyed 
by the explosions.

Let’s highlight the discussion approached by Andréa França:

With the  dissolu� on of the na� onal, ethnic, cultural, private and ideological fron� ers 
– and the appearance of other fron� ers, more camoufl aged and subtle – new 
protagonists of the current movies and TV come to life. They are the helpless of the 
present. Refugees, survivors and underprivileged, immigrants, foreigners searching 
for a be� er life, desperate people who abandon their small piece of land  and their 
cultural references. This is a recurrent theme in the movie of the 90s: the nomadism 
of those who search for opportunity, the wandering of the homeless, func� on-less, 

1 Kurdish army combatants. The term literally means “he who faces death” (Mello, 2017, p. 169).

2 The yazidis “unit precepts of the Persian zoroastrianism, of the sufi sm, mystical branch of islamism and 
of christianism”  (Mello, 2017, p. 171). They were victims of many oppressions during history and they are 
still stalked by ISIS. In one of the scenes of the documentary, a yazidis citizen tells about the genocide on 
August 2014 while walking in the region attacked again in 2017.
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undocumented, country-less (França, 2003, p. 13).  

Andréa França asks some appropriate ques� ons when she analyzes a group of fi lms, which she 
names as cons� tuents of a border cinema: (1) How do these new characters stand out in the images? (2) 
How do the emerging helpless become subjects within a discourse about marginalized countries? (3) What 
are the new audiovisual representa� ons of the people banned by the many phenomena of globaliza� on? 
(4) How do these fi lms create sensi� vity to the rela� onship between ethnicity and interna� onaliza� on? 
To conclude the ques� oning, the author states that “Yes, the movie exists to talk about the world, the 
ongoing world crises, to think about them.” França (2003, p. 15).

There is a need for analyzing França’s (2003) ques� oning in order to refl ect on Born From Urgency. 
In which way are the Kurdish starring the produc� on? Is it a documentary that encourages the widespread 
of the fi ght itself, of counter hegemonic contribu� ons, or is it a produc� on that perpetuates the occidental 
oppression of the “underling” peoples, according to the eurocentric point-of-view? What languages does 
the director use to approach this ma� er?

The director spins 360 degrees and says: “Take a look at this place! Totally devastated!” at the 
moment that he fi lms himself (in a selfi e). The soundtrack goes along the scene with the same drama� c 
esthe� c, more reports and voice-over narra� ves are added and there is audiovisual reference to Joey 
L’s documentary Guerrilla fi ghters of Kurdistan (2015). In Born From Urgency, some images of the 2015 
documentary are shown. Among them, there is an explosion a few kilometers away from where the scenes 
were being shot. During the shoo� ng of the new documentary, the director is on the very same spot of the 
explosion that took place in 2015. Joey L is accompanied by a fi xer3, who confi rms that that is indeed the 
place. Despite the scenery and the tragic situa� on, Joey L, the fi xer and some peshmergas talked about 
what happened very casually, celebra� ng that they were not on that spot in 2015.

Joey L does voice-over to give more informa� on about the Kurdish, having as background the 
soundtrack and images overfl ying the mountainous region. “The Kurdish are considered the world’s 
largest ethnic group without their own country.” The director explains the geographical and poli� cal 
issues involved in the ma� er while passages of the place and some of his photografi es that depict such a 
na� on without a territory are shown. He goes on: “In the USA, the right wing love these Kurdish groups 
because they fi ght against ISIS and always have a gun beside them”. Then, the documentary shows scenes 
of the director working, either capturing an image or taking pictures of Kurdish women, as in a making off . 
Such a scene is repeatedly shown throughout the fi lm intercalated with pictures, recent passages, archive 
footage and selfi e shoo� ngs.

Such maneuver works as a metalinguis� c device, not only when Joey L makes use of parts of his 
own produc� ons, but also in terms of a formal fragmenta� on that corroborates the fi lmic discourse. It is 
a refl ec� ve opera� on that demonstrates that Joey L.’s involvement with the Kurdish fi ght is beyond Born 
From Urgency. In fact, it is an eff ort to register and bring about a number of aff airs very rarely discussed 
in the West.

Thus, Joey points out a cri� cal ma� er: the idealiza� on of the Kurdish woman in the western 
world. The western media presents events related to the Kurdish community either in the terrorism point 
of view or in the fashion point of view, objec� fying the woman’s body. This is a fact or relevance when the 
concept of orientalism is approached.

Edward Said defi nes orientalism as “a way of resolving the West, which is in a special place 
occupied by the West in the European western experience” (Said, 1990, p. 13). That is, Europe and the 
colonized West consider the West an “idea, personality and experience of contrast” in the point of view 

3 Fixer: a local who works as translator, sometimes driver, but mainly as a cultural meter. Acquainted with 
the regional politics and the people, they help the journalist understand the context of the situations. “Wi-
thout them, the journalist is nothing but a misinformed tourist” (Mello, 2017, p. 27).
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of subordina� on. This point of view triggers defi ni� ons of exo� cism and embedment of the Other as 
“primi� ve, savage or na� ve” (Said, 1990, p. 13).

Since such rela�  onship is a clear manifesta� on of mastery and poli� cal power, the la� er perceived 
in stories and both in hegemonic theore� cal and prac� cal material,

The orientalism can be discussed and analyzed as the proper organized ins� tu� on to 
nego� ate with the West – nego� ate with the West by making statements about it, 
authorizing opinions about it, describing it, colonizing it, governing it: in short, the 
orientalism as an western style to dominate, restructure and have authority over the 
West. (...). European culture gained power and iden� ty in parallel to the West, that 
was a kind of subs� tute iden� ty, even subterranean, illegal. (Said, 1990, p. 15).

This collec� ve no� on that “iden� fi es the European ‘we’ from all ‘the others’, who are not 
European” (1990, p. 19) makes it possible to understand the eurocentrism. Amin (2021, p. 11) explains 
that the capitalist neoliberal logic, which began in Europe and is found in countries it colonized (the same 
countries that perpetuate the hegemony), suggests to anyone to “copying the western model as the only 
solu� on to the challenges of our � mes”. The authors of this research u� erly disagree with the eff ec� veness 
of this logic.

The contradic� ons of this regime, which are blurred by the eurocentric ideology at all costs, 
are suff ocated by the mo� o “copy the West, the biggest world of the worlds” (Amin, 2021, p. 16). The 
accomplishment of such intent is obtained through the orientalist discourse in science, in the means of 
communica� on, in the arts and in every manifesta� on of human ac� vity in the capitalist developed world, 
the center of the worldwide capitalist system. Nowadays, this center consists of “Occidental Europe, North 
America, Japan and some other na� ons (Australia, New Zealand and Israel), in opposi� on to the periphery 
(La� n America and the West Indies, Africa and the democra� c socialist Asia, except Japan.)” (p. 17). It 
is important to point out the reason why the term eurocentrism is s� ll in use, even though it reaches 
countries from diff erent con� nents:

Nonetheless, supposin g we subs� tuted the word eurocentrism for western-centrism 
(accep� ng the common defi ni� on of eurocentrism), we would lose track of cases 
like La� n America or Japan, denying the European origin of the capitalist culture. On 
second thought, “eurocentrism” expresses well what it means to express. (Amin, 2021, 
p. 17).

The defi ni� on leads us to the ideas of global center/periphery and south/north, once the focus 
of this ar� cle resides not on geographical discrepancies, but on the evalua� on of economical, cultural and 
hegemonic diff erences – treated as whole. The border cinema also draws up a survey of places, lands, 
borders, imagined communi� es and deterritorializa� on as a representa� on that goes beyond the physical 
loca� on in the world map.

Amin (2021) explains why such defi ni� ons, geographical in the beginning, were analyzed under 
another perspec� ve:

The criteria that allo w defi ning the condi� ons of the parallel center/periphery, taken 
as one of the keys to this analisis, are located on the prevailing level of each one of 
the two social systems. As far as capitalism is concerned, the parallel center/periphery 
is defi ned in economic terms: on one side, the capitalist socie� es that are fi nished, 
dominant; on the other, the capitalist socie� es that are unfi nished, dominated, behind 
the � mes. The economical prevailance (and its complement, the dependence) is a 
product of the worldwide spread of the capitalism “that really exists”. On the contrary, 
the center/periphery of the tributary society is  not defi ned by economic rela� ons 
- let alone in domina� on and economical dependence – they are characterized by 
the criterion fi nished/not fi nished of the forma� on of the state and the ideology. (...) 
The new European culture is reedited taking into considera� on a myth that opposes 
a supposed European geographic con� nua� on to the world in the south of the 
Mediterranean, that becomes the new fron� er center/periphery. All eurocentrism 
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resides in this mythical construc� on. (Amin, 2021, p. 26 e 28).

The author’s ideas meet Andréa França’s method to evaluate the products of the border cinema. 
She states:

A selec� on of fi lms from countries so diff erent and directors from countries so 
disparate may seem strange, but as men� oned before, the objec� ve was to analyze 
the images, the sounds and the narra� ves of regions that are “losers” (regions 
threatened by the new disposi� on of the global order), study the way the cinema 
has been elabora� ng a discourse about the new ways of life, of thinking, of types of 
work, of sociability, of intolerance and of subjec� on. There is evidence shown by these 
images: the emergence of a new voice and a new face to set another aesthe� c and 
poli� cal subjec� vity up, a new human capital as the subject of the cinema discourse 
(França, 2003, p. 16).

Back to the documentary, at the same � me that the director takes pictures of the peshmergas, 
he comments: “if you look beyond the pages of the magazine, you’ll see that the women are real fi ghters 
who live and die for the cause, not objects for an ad.”

Screenshot 2 – Kurdish fi ghter photographed by Joey L.

Source: frame from Born From Urgency.

The importance of women in Kurdish society was conceptualized by Helen Pessuto (2017) and 
already approached in detail by Mello et al. (2022) in terms of audiovisual representa� on.

With more images of the Kurdish in combat and a tense soundtrack, the director asks the audience: 
”What is an exploratory photographer like me doing among guerrillas?”. He explains that the fi rst trip was 
made with the objec� ve of covering the events, but he later realized that he had barely begun to scratch 
the surface of the ma� er.

A� er contextualizing and explaining the ma� er, the director makes jokes at the same � me that 
he takes a video of himself among debris: “this is the passage in which I walk in style when there is an 
explosion behind me and I ignore it”. The way Joey expresses himself reinforces the informal tone of the 
documentary in many moments, regardless of social and poli� cal problems, mul� ple kinds of violence and 
armed confronta� ons the movie depicts.

Joey appears again taking pictures of Kurdish women. In the following moment, the peshmergas
tell that they took over the place where they are now (Shengal)4 from ISIS and are s� ll defending it. Another 
combatant explains that they have to take all possible precau� onary measures to stop the members of 

4 Also known as Sinjar, Shengal is a city in the North of Iraq, near the Sinjar Mountains and the frontier 
with the Syriam Kurdish (Rojava).
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ISIS, because they may appear unexpectedly, even disguised as dwellers. This report is made while some 
in� mate atmosphere scenes are shown, like one in which everyone is gathered around the fi rebone. In this 
passage, a� er the exposi� on about the territorial defense, the scenes are on the hospitality of the Kurdish 
guerrilla fi ghters with Joey, as if he were part of the group or an ordinary guest (this is a valid defi ni� on, 
taking into account the director’s experience with this group in the produc� on of his fi rst documentary 
(Guerrilla fi ghters of Kurdistan, 2015).

A� er that, the movie shows a yazidi boy who tells about the destruc� on of the Islamic State. 
The director and the boy walked on the street where he resided un� l there was an a� ack that made the 
Kurdish abandon their houses and migrate somewhere else to survive. The scenario is one of destruc� on. 
The yazidi boy shows the house he grew up in, where now there is only debris and remains from fi re. Joey 
keeps shoo� ng the interviewee’s reac� ons while he examines the space, devastated. While he walks, the 
boy explains how the Kurdish army PKK5 saved thousands of yazidi lives in the genocide on August 3rd, 
2014. He says: ”they were the only ones who helped us.” Then, Joey reports that the PKK peshmergas 
trained the yazidi for combat and went back to their own fi ghts only when they understood the Kurdish 
were ready to ba� le. Joey makes the report while walking with the Kurdish guerrilla fi ghters.

Screenshot 3 - Yazidi boy in his house.

Source: frame from Born From Urgency.

Nonetheless, it is necessary to register the observa� on of the journalist Patrícia Campos Mello 
(2017, p. 135), who states that the YPG and the YPJ6 were also responsible for rescuing the yazidis. This 
informa� on indicates that more than one Kurdish organiza� on helped save the yazidis.

The Yazidi boy compares the Kurdish army to ISIS and says that both treat the Kurdish with the 
same violence. A� er that, Joey adds: “all of them have already run from ISIS, but now it is the jihadists 
who run away from them”. Next, Joey shows scenes of combat from the Kurdish point of view in which the 
Kurdish take the region over and plant their fl ag. There are jihadists corps on the fl oor. The director picks 
documents from their pockets and shows them, telling them their personal data, like name (fake or not), 
where they are from and so forth.

Joey L. explains the situa� on between Turkey and the Kurdish and the ISIS: there is an agreement 
between Turkey and Syria that facilitates the entrance of members of the ISIS in Turkish territory. As a 

5 PKK: (Partiya Karkeren Kurdistan - Karkeren Kurdistan Party): The Labour Party in Kurdistan, founded 
1974 by Abdullah Öcalan, in Turkey.

6 YPG: Popular Defense Units (Rojava Army, name of the Syrian Kurdistan), organization created in 2004 
that became public in 2011. YPJ: Women Defense Units, (Rojava Women’s Army), created in 2013. Both 
groups derive from the Democratic Union Party (PYD). Information given by the Committee of Solidarity 
to the Kurdish Popular Resistance in São Paulo (Comitê,2017). 
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consequence, the jihadists “take care of” the Kurdish, decima� ng them, once they are a problem to the 
Turkish government. S� ll in a relaxed tone, Joey states that “in our western media, we like to refer to ISIS 
as if they were a villain from James Bond fi lms.”

Spivak (2010) established that the subaltern’s and the colonized voices are mediated by somebody 
else, who doesn’t belong to their group. When he men� ons subaltern subjects, Spivak is not referring to 
any random marginalized individual, but to people who are forced by the marked to live on the fringe 
of society. The author refers to the Kurdish, who are, in one way or another, hindered from poli� cal 
representa� on and the possibility of becoming a member of the dominant social class. A� er all, according 
to Slavoj Žižek (2015), even keeping their zones free and doing be� er in confronta� ons, “all they did was 
defend themselves, they never had an imperialist, aggressive a�  tude.”

Therefore, Spivak “unveils the scholar’s complicity and disturbing place of being en� tled to speak 
for the other and construct a discourse of resistance”, as Sandra Almeida (2010, p. 12) defi nes. However, 
depending on how this discourse is constructed, the structures of power and oppression are repeated, 
either in a clear or in a subtle way. In Born From Urgency, the narrator is a director who doesn’t make part 
of such a community, even though the documentary has the objec� ve of showing the Kurdish fi ght. Joey 
L is in the posi� on of commentary, he is an intermediary. The director, who lives in the United States, is 
a Canadian ci� zen that is talking about a commonly unknown people to an audience that is part of the 
western world. 

The situa� on demands that we consider the history of acts of violence carried out by the 
eurocentric world against the peoples of the Middle East for years – we are especially referring to the 
symbolic violence here (Bourdieu, 1997). Such a�  tude comes about with the reports that present through 
the narra� ve means “rela� ons of domina� on and subordina� on, consciously or not (both to who has 
the power and to those who are in a subordinate posi� on), as if they weren’t so rooted as to be almost 
invisible (Miranda, 2018, p. 27).

In the case of the documentary, the director posi� ons himself as an external storyteller who is 
showing the Kurdish to the audience. Instead of considering the situa� on depicted as an example of the 
western exploita� on, a ques� on takes place: would not the Canadian-American director’s par� cipa� on 
and focus be useful? A� er all, Joey L makes an eff ort not to reproduce hegemonically biased explana� ons; 
on the contrary, he highlights ideas confi rmed by the Kurdish themselves, who go along with him as the 
movie is being shot. Besides, his audience will probably be from the West, which means that a cultural 
transla� on and a common language about some ma� ers are useful, regardless of the inaccurate nature 
of a transla� on. This is a relevant example of the fi lm fable: the exact reproduc� on of the real or, be� er 
yet, of the objec� ve, the concrete, doesn’t happen. The real world is always mediated. Approaching and 
understanding a real story always takes place in a determined manner within the fi lm fable. 

They have their moments of leisure: the director shows to the Kurdish how a drone works. A� er 
that, Joey says that the place they are going to go in is not ruled by the Syrian government, but by the YPG
and YPJ instead. They are in Rojava. He explains that, although they consider themselves independent, the 
YPG and YPJ are from the PKK, because they have emerged from Abdullah Öcalan’s ideology. Joey shows 
the region and says that any place without a ba� le like the one he is showing (protected by the YPG and 
YPJ) “makes you feel back to reality for a moment” and makes it possible to experiment with some kind of 
security. The Syrian Kurdish army is responsible for the management and defense of the region.   

The women of the YPJ explain that Islan and the Koran are not like the ISIS broadcasts (in order to 
morally devalue the women, among other concepts wrongly perpetuated). They say that the meaning of 
being a muslim is beyond the stereotyped idea of the religion, mainly in the West. The peshmergastalk talk 
about the imposture of the sharia7 (according to the ISIS interpreta� on) and laugh with Joey when they 

7 Sharia: Muslim law that composes the faith derived from the Koran and the Hadith (the Hadith is a col-
lection of Maomé’s words and acts that complements the Koran.
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talk about faith and beliefs and they say that atheists like him would be “chopped into miniscule pieces”. 
A� er that, the members of the YPG talk about the heterogeneity among them: there are Arabs, 

Kurdishes and people from diff erent ethnici� es and doctrines. They explain that there are many people 
against ISIS: the Chris� ans, the Arabs, the Kurdisches, the Muslins, and so forth. Then, Joey shows a tank 
made out of recycled material, highligh� ng the need of crea� vity in the organiza� on of the ba� le, for 
there is an embargo which allows them to use only resources from that region. The same emphasis is 
applied when some guns belonging to the defense groups are shown and some stories about them are 
told. These guns and most war equipment have come from ISIS: a� er a ba� le, the Kurdish take them 
from the dead jihadists. The lack of structure and support becomes evident when situa� ons like these are 
shown and commented on in the documentary.

Screenshot 4 – The director participating in a Kurdish meeting.

Source: frame from Born From Urgency.

Joey L. fi lms himself having tea with the Kurdish and says that, above all else, “we have tea, to 
remember our principles”, emphasizing the use of the fi rst person plural. Next, scenes of tension are 
exhibited, in which a suicide car comes toward the group and explodes in a safe distance. According to 
Nichols (2005, p. 46), “When they use ‘we’ that includes the fi lmmaker, these fi lms achieve a level of 
in� macy that can be pre� y emo� onal.”

The director takes advantage of the event to explain how the mind of a member of ISIS works: 
they are taught that such a� empts against their own lives are worthy, because there is a much be� er 
existence on “the other side”. Thus, the Islamic State also incen� vizes the fi lming of the bomb a� acks as 
a means to glorify them, says Joey L. “Nothing can be compared to the eternal paradise that awaits for 
them in the a� erlife”, the director adds, referring to the reasoning imposed on a member of the Daesh. 
With the widespread of the discourse, mainly on the internet, ISIS presents “an unfortunately successful 
formula in some cases, specially in the poor muslim communi� es in the periphery of European big ci� es” 
(Apolloni, 2015).     

The voyage goes on and, while passing by Kobane, Syria, Joey delineates that the city is “now 
famous because of the destruc� on caused by ISIS while the world just watched”, poin� ng out the Kurdish’s 
cri� cal geopoli� cal situa� on, ignored by the world power and the interna� onal players. When they are 
not ignored, regardless of the fact that the Kurdish are the major responsible for the combat against ISIS, 
the Kurdish are called terrorists by the western commercial media and government authori� es, mainly by 
the USA, that already used them to defeat the Islamic State. Interes� ng as it may seem, the ISIS defeat is 
good for all European countries. 

Among pictures, soundtracks, narra� ons in voice-over, passages of events and registers of 
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guerrilla fi ghters during their combat rou� nes, Joey L. declares his posi� on about the confl icts not only as 
an individual, but also as a professional:

As an independent photographer who knows when  a project is over and it is � me to 
go home, I must admit that par� cularly on this occasion I was very guilty while I was 
packing to leave. I can come home and go back as many � mes as necessary while these 
combatants promise not to retreat. The war debris that they defend with their lives 
may be the only wall keeping ISIS apart from their families, but they are ac� ng like a 
shield to the world. (Born, 2017).

The documentary is fi nalized inside Joey’s apartment, in New York, where he lives. While some 
images of Joey developing the pictures he took during the shoo� ng are shown, he does voice-over to tell:

At the moment I sat down to record these narra� ons, safe at home, more combatants 
in the frontline could be losing their lives. It’s diffi  cult not to stay humble. Some may 
think it is weird to fi nd a light of a secular reforma� on ín the core of such a brutal 
sectarian confl ict. One can say that this is the last place in the world where you could 
fi nd such a thing, but this is exactly how new ideas are formed. They are born from 
urgency. They are the fi re that destroyed this region and changed everything. ISIS 
divided these movements, but the growing faith has always united them again. It is 
clear that everything may collapse tomorrow. These groups are tested with tasks that 
are more diffi  cult than ba� ling, the worst of them being to transcend the ethnic, the 
religious diff erences and historical heritage. It is impossible to preview which way this 
erra� c war will take. When  ISIS is gone, the real war may be just beginning. It seems 
that the destroyers of history will have to silence the latest authors of world history. 
(Born, 2017).

Such posi� oning, defi ned by Nichols as ins� tu� onal discourse - “he speaks about them to us” 
(2005, p. 44) –, displays a gap between who speaks and who watches. “The movie, addressed to us, 
(...) is directed to a subject who is also apart from us, even being next to us.” (2005, p. 44). This type of 
documentary frequently has commentaries in “voice-over, maybe even a narrator with God’s voice, a 
masculine bass voice” (2005, p. 44), that “informs us about some aspect of the world in an impersonal 
way, but trustworthy.” (2005, p. 44). In the end, Nichols explains that the result of such posi� oning is that 
“we all should watch the fi lm, once it supposes that we want or need to know the ma� er it deals with.” 
(2005, p. 44).

Screenshot 5 - Joey L. in his New York apartment

Source: frame from Born From Urgency.

The conclusion about Joey L’s work is related to Maria Aparecida Baccega‘s refl ec� on on 
narra� ves like this one, for “we have already acknowledged other facts that happen in our small universe 
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or the ones that happen away from it – and amplifying this universe is an important role of the means of 
communica� on – through reports.” (1998, p. 9). Therefore, the technology, the media available nowadays 
and the current model of informa� on exchange have a direct infl uence on how these stories are spread.  

Yet, what is the impact of this type of documentary, once it is kept aside by the tradi� onal movie, 
no ma� er its extreme relevance in many contexts?

Well, these fi lms not only make emerge this mass of ex cluded-wanderers, but also 
promote (not all of them, just some) the possibility of other worlds and other ways of 
life, in a desire of experimenta� on that creates new languages, beyond the narra� ve 
principles of the tradi� onal ac� on movies (causality, temporal-spa� al unit, etc) 
(França, 2003, p. 17).

The author s� ll claims that providing visibility alone to a people or culture is not eff ec� ve enough, 
for we are always exposed to images in newspapers, magazines, cinema and other media� c sources. 
The visibility already exists in a way, even though the Kurdish are presented as “forgo� en, helpless and 
caricatured, being qualifi ed as real” (França, 2006, p. 398). So,

It is necessary to create through the cinema and the images new lands, new na� ons, 
new communi� es where they do not even exist. It’s important to make it clear that 
these new lands are not geographic; they are aff ec� ve, sensi� ve territories, new 
maps of belongings and translocal affi  lia� on. Crea� on here doesn’t mean only making 
fi c� on movies, because there are many fi c� on fi lms that do not have any fi c� onal 
inven� veness. Crea� on means breaking the ordinary regime of an image parade 
as well as the associa� on of words to things, stopping the mechanized system of 
acknowledging and feeling, escaping from the cultural consensus. (França, 2006, p. 
398).

Such images, according to Ângela Marques’ interpreta� on of Didi-Huberman’s ideas, can act 
as promoters of sensi� vi� es. “It is as if we said: in a given context this is what we can see and, as a 
consequence, what we can think about. (Marques, 2020, p. 23),” which introduces us to these peoples’ 
so far unknown life. Such exercise of fabula� on of new imaginaries “contradicts the concatena� on of 
cause - eff ect, the previsibility, the rela� on between what would be predicted and what in fact happens” 
(Marques, 2020, p. 24). 

The report on the Kurdish in Born From Urgency.

The Kurdish situa� on is rarely debated in the western media and, when there is a debate, it is 
quite shallow. Besides approaching this theme in details, Joey L’s documentary brings up refl ec� ons about 
its language, its rela� on with the region and socie� es depicted, as well as the globalized world (a� er all, 
the discussion is broad and concerns many interna� onal actors), and its role as an audiovisual product 

Muniz Sodré (2008, p. 11) explains that the communica� on, which was “centralized, ver� cal and 
unidirec� onal” is nowadays based on the interac� vity and mul� medialism, characteris� cs to be observed 
in Born From Urgency: Faces from the Frontline Against ISIS, that comprises media like photography, 
audio and vídeo in diff erent styles within the same product. Such a product is made independently of the 
tradi� onal media (in terms of viability and exposure, once the documentary was available on the internet 
since the beginning) and with total par� cipa� on of the director in the narra� ve. 

Sodré (2008, p. 11) points out that the technology called “post-media� c” makes informa� on 
about the globalized world and the intense fl ow of capital possible, although globaliza� on doesn’t have 
“universal power of standardizing”, once the investments are concentrated in determinate regions of the 
world. About the distribu� on of capital and informa� on, Sodré claims: 

In the market, the word informa� on covers a variety of forms (fi lms, news, sounds, 
images, digits etc), defi ned as “sources of data”, categorized from the economic point 
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of view as products. Muta� on, which favors the enlarged and hasty exchange among 
na� ons, is imposed on this last kind of informa� on. There is no longer the fear – 
typical of the 60’s and 70’s - of the destruc� on of the high culture by a supposed fi nal 
homogeniza� on through mass culture, once the limits between both are blurred in 
the face of globaliza� on or of the so called society of informa� on, unresponsive to 
whatever not related to velocity of its process of distribu� on of capital and messages 
(Sodré, 2008, p. 12).

In this context, the way the society of informa� on works also comprises the concept of � me. 
Due to the accelera� on of the fl ow of data, as well as their storage in large amounts, new communica� on 
channels and “the illusion of human ubiquity” come up (Sodré, 2008, p. 14). Such ubiquity (or omnipresence) 
connects with Thompson’s idea of mediated visibility. The author comments: 

On the way of mediated visibility, the visible spectrum is no longer restricted to spa� al-
temporal characteris� cs of the here and now; instead, it molds itself by the dis� nc� ve 
characteris� cs of the communica� on media, by a series of social and technical aspects 
(like câmera angula� ons, edi� ng processes and organiza� onal interests and priori� es) 
and by new possible ways of interac� on made possible by media (Thompson, 2008, 
p. 21).

The new interac� ons, promoted by the communica� on media, “amplify” or “compress” � me and 
present special characteris� cs that are diff erent from face to face contact. Therefore, it is possible to 
“interact with people who do not share the same spa� al-temporal referent” (Thompson, 2008, p. 18), 
which brings us to another dimension of reality. New ways of thinking, perceiving and measuring the real 
come about, as declares Sodré: 

Boosted by the microelectronic and computer science or informa� cs, the 
nanotechnology of informa� on introduces the elements of the real � me 
(instantaneous, simultaneous and global communica� on) and of the virtual places 
(designing of ar� fi cial and interac� ve environments), making other worlds, other 
regimes of visibility possible. (Sodré, 2008, p. 16).

Given the new ways of “ac� ng and interac� ng” and the new percep� ons on the spa� al-temporal 
ma� er, Thompson (2008, p. 20) points out that a “non local type of knowledge” starts to exist, that is more 
and more reachable to many media users who “can incorporate it in a refl exive way to their processes of 
personal reconstruc� on”. Once individuals are more able to absorb informa� on and symbolic content 
from distant sources that are not part of their daily life, it is possible to resume the experience of Joey L’s 
documentary, from the point of view of those who watch it on the internet.

Bosi complements the discussion defi ning the character of the “report” (as in the piece Born From 
Urgency, that presents itself as the author’s documental report), a poten� al creator of stereotypes, for 
the reason that: 

We get to know some people, some things, some parts of landscapes, streets, some 
books. We witness some facts, but we do not witness most of the facts we talk about. 
Yet, we trust people who lived and were present in these facts, and the thought and 
the daily discourse that feed on such social confi dence. (Bosi, 2003, p. 115).

Such registers will, in the future, carry out the role of historical documents, that is, of memory 
by means of these images. According to Ângela Marques, even being representa� ons and not precise 
deriva� ons of reality,  

(...) Listening to a narra� ve is taking part in it too, reimaginin g the other’s experience 
from your own expecta� ons, combining elements of the story received with your own. 
This is the reason why the image is of utmost importance as a means of knowing the 
subjec� ve experience of the other. (...) Maybe this percep� on has something to pass 
on to the social sciences and to the studies of communica� on about the importance 
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of the image as an element that can bring to the researcher a be� er understanding of 
specifi c communica� on situa� ons on the subjec� va� on of the historical condi� ons in 
which we are inserted (Marques, 2020, p. 11 e 12).

 In this context, although diverging from Marques, Jacques Rancière´s refl ec� on about the gender 
documentary is interes� ng:

What is a memory? What is the documentary, as a kind of fi c� on? Let’s start with some 
evidence that looks like a paradox to some. A memory is not a set of reminders of 
the consciousness, because, if it were, the very idea of collec� ve memory would lack 
meaning. A memory is a set, an arrangement of signs of fragments, of monuments. 
When the informa� on is abundant, the memory should be superabundant. The present 
shows us that this is not the case. Informa� on is not memory. It does not accumulate 
for the memory, it only works for its own benefi t. And its interest is that everything 
be forgo� en immediately, so that the only abstract truth of the present persists 
and that its power as the only thing adequate to this truth be reinforced.  The more 
facts, the more the feeling of their indiff erent uniformity is reinforced; besides, more 
developed is their capacity of turning their endless juxtaposi� on into an impossibility 
of concluding, of reading the meaning of a story. In order to deny what happened, 
as the deniers show, it is not necessary to deny many facts; it is enough to take away 
from them, from the facts, the links that relate them and give them the consistency 
of a story. The realm of the present of the informa� on rejects anything that escapes 
from the homogeneous and indiff erent process of auto representa� on. The present is 
not happy to immediately reject anything in the past. It made the � me of doubt out of 
the past. Thus, memory must be made out of both the superabundance of informa� on 
and the lack of it. It should be a connec� on among the data, among tes� monies of 
facts and traces of ac� ons (Rancière, 2013, p. 159-160).

The author declares that “a ‘documentary’ movie is not opposite from a ‘fi c� on movie’, because 
it shows us images taken from our daily reality or archive documents about proven facts” (2013, p. 160). 
Yet, being the documentary about reality, it “can, in a be� er way that the said fi c� on movie, play with 
agreements and disagreements among narra� ve voices and series of old images, of variable origins and 
meaning. Thus,

It can unite the power of prin� ng, the power of the word, that is born from the union 
of the mu� sm of the machine and the silence of things with the power of edi� ng – in 
the wide meaning, not technical – that builds a story and a meaning for the right that 
is given to freely combine the signifi cances, to review the images, the concatenate 
them diff erently, to restrain or widen its capacity of sense and expression. (Rancière, 
2013, p. 163). 

We come to the defi ni� on of report, according to Walter Lippmann, who affi  rms that it is “a 
product made in conjunc� on by the connoisseur and the acknowledged in which the role of the observer 
is always selec� ve and generally crea� ve” (Lippmann, 1970, p. 150).

Thus, “the facts that we generally see depend on the posi� on we are and on the habits of our eyes” 
(Lippmann, 1970, p. 150), which is directly connected to concepts like social forma� ons, pre-established 
values and stereotypes to which we all are subjected “as if the percep� on of things were, other than a 
recep� on, a construc� on, a task about the world” (Bosi, 2003, p. 115).

Final remarks

Searching for an apology for what has happened to the Kurdish, their fi ghts and historical and 
geopoli� cal contextualiza� on in the most objec� ve and trustworthy way possible (although all reports 
are contaminated by the subjec� vity of who makes them, as approached in the discussion), Born From 
Urgency: Faces from the Frontline Against ISIS consists of a piece of work infl uenced by the new media� c 
connec� ons and how the society of informa� on works. 
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At this point, França (2003, p. 15) ques� ons the type of produc� on the fi lm fi ts in:

Inserted, included, consumed and generally well accepted in the na� onal and 
interna� onal theatrical exhibi� on, wouldn’t there be a risk of being watched by 
the audience as simply a part of the current media� c show with an emphasis on a 
diff erent, distant unknown marginalized?

Yet, The Commi� ee of Solidarity to the Kurdish Popular Resistance in São Paulo answer the 
ques� ons, declaring that in Born From Urgency:

The journalis� c rigor is of high standard when it comes to ma� ers like the yazidi 
genocide, explana� ons on the women’s army (YPJ) and the Jineology (Kurdish feminist 
science). This rigor denounces the complicity of the State of Turkey with ISIS during 
the Syrian War. (...) Free from the customary embarrassment of the tradi� onal media, 
he was able to convey a profoundly personal view of what is happening in this region. 
(Comitê, 2017).

The same commi� ee declares that Joey L. allows Kurdish men and women “talk for themselves 
during a pre� y long extent of the fi lm, making distances shorter and breaking physical and ideological 
barriers” (Comitê, 2017). Although we do not completely agree with such affi  rma� on – as shown with 
Spivak (2010) – even if directed by an western ci� zen, the documentary diff ers from all the others that 
have an imperialist point of view on the Kurdish and the Middle East. As an example, we could cite that, 
instead of approaching the Islamic State from a blaming point of view, which is most commonly done, 
Joey L addresses the subject with a historical and personal background. He could defend the western 
democracy as superior, but he does not. On the contrary, the director proves himself  as conscious of the 
cause and the many interna� onal actors involved in this complex aff air. 

The documentary, which is run in a rhythm of alterna� on between the director’s considera� ons 
and shoo� ngs of the Kurdish, of the ISIS, of places and situa� ons, has some nuances that we would hardly 
see in any tradi� onal informa� on material about the confl ict. The director’s aesthe� c and narra� ve choices, 
like showing rituals of the ethnicity, the prepara� on of the food, the documents of dead jihadists and 
ordinary utensils (like a toothbrush le�  behind in a house destructed by the war) cap� vate the audience, 
that discover the human side of the story they would never see in tradi� onal news or documentaries that 
did not use such resources. It is interes� ng to point out that in the process of humanizing the characters of 
the fi lm, the photos included by the director between the passages and the narra� ons are quite responsible 
for this eff ect. A� er all, these images appear during descrip� ons and contextualiza� on – to play the role of 
complement – to prove what is being said. Nevertheless, they do not only support the intense expressions 
in the faces depicted, they truly depict the experience the Kurdish suff er. It is possible to imagine what it 
means to be in their posi� on helped by a sensorial link and, at the same � me, informa� ve.  

Therefore, taking into account what the documentary proposes to present of the historical world 
(and to whom, considering that most of the audience is western), Born From Urgency has a contribu� on 
in an informa� ve and subjec� ve way to the spread of the fi ght and the disrup� on of stereotypes generally 
repeated in (hegemonic) European and/or American journalis� c contexts.
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